STANDARD RULES AND GUIDELINES
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Right of admission reserved.
An indemnity form will be signed before hunting commences.
All weapons to be zeroed-in before hunt begins. The company representative will decide whether hunters will be allowed to hunt. Test shots will
be fired at distances of 25m and 100m.
No pets are allowed in the camps or bush.
Do not throw rubbish or cigarette buds in the bush.
No fires are allowed outside designated camp fire areas. Unusual large fires are not allowed near nor around Lapa areas.
Any damages caused by fires due to negligence (e.g. cigarette buds) will be the responsibility of the person accountable.
No paint ball guns or catapults are allowed on the farm.
On arrival all weapons are to be handed to the farm owner who will secure and lock them in a vault.
Weapons will not be allowed to be handled on the farm unless accompanied by the farm owner or guides.
Weapons must be of suitable caliber for hunting of specific species. The owner will condemn a weapon if he feels it does not qualify for the correct
purpose.
No weapon with a smaller caliber as specified in the caliber tabel will be allowed in the bush.
SAFETY FIRST! No loaded weapons are allowed in the camps or inside of a hunting vehicle. No casual shot will be fired on the farm. R100 fine.
No alcoholic drinks are allowed in the bush or before hunting commences.
No hunter or guest may leave the camp unless accompanied by a guide or tracker.
The final decision to shoot an animal rests with the hunter and not the tracker/guide. Trackers/guides are not responsible for any mistakes made.
The hunting practice of "walk and stalk" will be implemented. No other method of hunting will be allowed.
No discount for small or incorrect animals hunted.
No hunting outside designated areas. Stay in the area that you were placed.
No shooting at moving animals or animals not clearly visible.
Wounded game will be charged for in full whether recovered or not. The tracker's/guide's judgement is final to whether an animal is wounded or not.
Only one animal may be shot at at a time. No shots may be fired at a next animal before the previous animal is announced hunted by the tracker or guide.
It is the responsibility of the hunter that there is no other animal behind the animal that is hunted.
If an animal is wounded and not found, the farm owner holds the right to kill the animal when found. If the wounded animal is found after the designated
hunting dates, the hunter forfeits the right to the carcass.
Guides will be supplied to assist with finding, skinning and hunting of game. They are not personal servants and cannot be held responsible for decisions
made by the hunter.
Missed shots will be charged at R250.00 for small game and R500.00 for big game, per shot fired (excluding VAT).
No person is authorised to use any farm vehicles.
Only game mentioned on the price list may be hunted by arrangement.
The farm owner holds the right to withdraw any species from the list.
No hunting allowed within 200m from the camps.
No hunting near waterholes.
No hunting at night. Hunting times are from sunrise until no later than half an hour before sundown.
Hunting from vehicles is prohibited. No hunting within 75m from vehicles. No private vehicles are allowed in the hunting range.
Specific areas are marked on the farm map as "no rifle hunting range". Only bows are allowed to be used in these areas.
No hunting on Sundays.
Hunting of bird life is strictly prohibited.
Guides/trackers are encouraged to report any acts of bribery which will be charged to the client at double the attempted bribe. No alcohol, gifts or money
may be given to the guides/trackers without the authorisation of farm management.
This being said, gratuities for staff are not included in the final bill and are not compulsory but can be considered. Please speak to management for advice
on tips.
All game remains the property of the farm and may not be removed from the property until such time that the bill is paid for in full before departure.
Hunters are responsible for all necessary documentation in their possession as pertains to firearm licenses, hunting licenses, permission to hunt, letter to
transport game, etc. The owner or his representatives will not be held responsible regarding these matters.
Any hunter who breaks or continues to act in an unethical or socially unacceptable manner will be asked to leave the property and no refund will be given.
Children under the age of 18 years are not allowed to hunt without adult supervision.
Guests and hunters commit to be fully aware of all prices that will be billed to them.
Please use our wood and water sparingly.
Please make sure that all gates are closed once you have gone through them. Including main gates.
No shots are to be fired near main roads unless it is absolutely safe to do so.

